MANUFACTURING METHOD FOR INTERLOCKED TUBE AND MANUFACTURING DEVICE THEREFOR

PROCÉDÉ DE FABRICATION POUR TUBE À VERROUILLAGE RÉCIPROQUE ET DISPOSITIF DE FABRICATION S’Y RAPPORTANT

Note: Within nine months of the publication of the mention of the grant of the European patent in the European Patent Bulletin, any person may give notice to the European Patent Office of opposition to that patent, in accordance with the Implementing Regulations. Notice of opposition shall not be deemed to have been filed until the opposition fee has been paid. (Art. 99(1) European Patent Convention).
The present disclosure relates to a manufacturing method for an interlocked tube and a manufacturing device therefor, which is an automatic formation device or an automatic formation system that sets an equipment operation time from a required manufacturing time per product during the manufacturing of tubes having a round, polygonal, or oblong cross-section. The tube may be easily and precisely shaped and uneasily loosened, so as to provide excellent machining performance when the interlocked tube is cut off and provide excellent operation efficiency for the manufacturing device itself.

BACKGROUND

In the past, as an exhaust tube for a vehicle such as an automobile, a flexible tube as shown in FIG. 9, is well known. That is, the flexible tube 1 is a component capable of preventing the vibration from an engine side from being transferred to a downstream member, etc. Therefore, an interlocking-type flexible tube 2 (hereinafter referred to as "interlocked tube") for communicating an upstream member and the downstream member is arranged in the middle, and its outside is arranged with a bellows 3 having a bellows portion and further arranged with an outer blade 4. Both end portions 3a and 4a of the bellows 3 and the outer blade 4 are provided with a protector 5 bent in such a manner as to coincide with two ends 3a, 4a of the interlocked tube 2, respectively.

However, for the interlocked tube 2 of the flexible tube 1, as shown by the arrow in FIG. 9, a tabular metal band plate 2a is shaped into a curved metal band plate 2b (see FIG. 10) with a cross section being S-shaped or the like and wound helically so that bending portions at both sides thereof are engaged with each other. As a result, it is able to form the flexible interlocked tube which can be stretched in both axial and radial directions.

Moreover, when shaping the interlocked tube, the elongate tabular metal band plate 2a with a certain width is extracted from a decoiler 6 and then fed into a multistage roll-forming device 8 while coating with lubricating oil by an oil-applying device 7 as shown in FIG. 10, and inserted between an upper roller 8a and a lower roller 8b of the multistage roll-forming device 8, so as to form tabular metal band plate 2a into the curved metal band plate 2b with an S-shaped cross section (as shown by an extended line in FIG. 9). This curved metal band plate 2b is fed into a roll winding device 9 and helically wound in a way that both sides thereof are engaged with each other. It is cut into a predetermined length by a plasma cutting device (not shown).

In addition, there are cases that such interlocked tube has a cross section with a circular shape or a polygonal shape. For example, Patent Literature 1 discloses that, for an interlocked tube with a circular cross section, although with excellent impermeability, it has the defect of being easy to loosen during rotating, i.e., it has defects of being loosened in winding and easy to be detached. Further, it is described that, for an interlocked tube with a polygonal cross section, although with poor impermeability, it is able to accurately set the rigidity of the interlocked tube and the detachability of a guiding portion connected thereto due to the vibration. The polygonal end has the function to enable the hose to rotate without loosening while maintaining its predetermined shape and winding state, etc (see paragraphs [0002]-[0005] of the Patent Literature 1).

That is, for the interlocked tube with a polygonal cross section, although a core member with a polygonal cross section is used during winding, it can be hung over a polygonal end of the core member. For example, Patent Literature 2 (see FIG. 2) and Patent Literature 4 (see FIG. 12) show such an interlocked tube with a polygonal cross section.

On the other hand, for the interlocked tube with a circular cross section, although a core member with a circular cross section is used during winding, it cannot be hung over due to its circular shape, and springback will occur during the winding. The tube cannot be wound while maintaining its predetermined shape, and rotation and loose may occur due to the relationship between springback and the thrust. In addition, the interlocked tube with an oblong cross section also has the same problem.

In order to overcome the above-mentioned drawbacks, Patent Literature 4 discloses in FIG. 1 that, after the interlocked tube is wound into a diameter less than that of the final shape, a rewinding force, and further, a force in a direction opposite to a rotation direction, is applied to the interlocked tube. Moreover, the mechanism for applying to the interlocked tube the force in a direction opposite to the rotation direction is a roller or an elastic member.

On the other hand, the applicant of the disclosure has ever obtained patents relating to a method and a device for manufacturing an interlocking-type flexible tube. The present disclosure is a resultant by researching the manner for forming the interlocking-type flexible tube so that a core member side on which the metal bank plate is wound is in a fixed state and configured to be taken as a workpiece side, rather than the past manner in which one side of the metal band plate on which the metal band plate is fed into the decoiler is taken as the workpiece side. Based on this, an interlocking type flexible tube with a diameter of continuously high efficiency and high precision is provided (see paragraph 0009, of Patent Literature 5, on which the preamble of claims 1 and 8 is based).
Existing Technology Literatures

Patent Literatures

Patent Literature 4: Japanese laid-open 08-218862; and

SUMMARY

Problems to be Solved

[0011] The inventor considered the background and studied to provide an interlocked-type flexible tube with diameter dimension of continuously high efficiency and high precision based on the structure of a core member side as a workpiece side, i.e., to find an automatic controlling device, which can prevent springback even if the interlocked tube is shaped with a round, polygonal or oblong cross section, which can easily and precisely shape the interlocked tube in a non-loose manner without any rotation, and which can provide excellent operation efficiency.

[0012] In addition, there are other requirements for easily and efficiently shaping the interlocked tube. For example, the additional oil-applying device is not required to be arranged at a preceding stage of multistage roll-forming device, instead an upper portion of the multistage roll-forming device has an oil-applying function integrally so as to apply the oil efficiently. It is also required to improve an oiling agent, e.g., lubricating oil mixed with water may be used, so as to improve the operation efficiency and reduce the cost. In addition, for interlocked tube cutting device cooperating with the main body of the apparatus, it is required to form granular atomized slags during the cutting, and to remove these slags accumulated during the cutting efficiently.

[0013] An object of the present disclosure is to provide a manufacturing method for an interlocked tube and a manufacturing device therefor, which is an automatic formation device or an automatic formation system that sets an equipment operation time from a required manufacturing time per product during the manufacturing of tubes having a round, polygonal, or oblong cross-section. The tube may be easily and precisely shaped in a non-loose manner, so as to provide excellent machining performance when the interlocked tube is cut off and provide excellent operation efficiency for the manufacturing device itself.

Method to Solve Problems

[0014] In order to achieve the above object, as a method for manufacturing an interlocked tube, as described in solution 1, the interlocked tube is an interlocked tube with a round, polygonal or oblong cross-section, and shaped by bending a elongate metal band plate with a certain width into an S-shaped cross section and helically winding onto the metal band plate a winding core member in a way that two adjacent end portions thereof are engaged with each other by means of members for treating the metal band plate successively in accordance with instructions from a main computing-controlling member. The method for manufacturing the interlocked tube employs the following means: the main computing-controlling member configured to control actions of each member based on values calculated in accordance with product diameter (D), pitch (P), product length (L) and setting time (T) of the wound metal band plate, and to aggregate the values; a motor controlling member configured to perform treatment in accordance with instructions from the main computing-controlling member, and to perform three-axis synchronous control on a forming members system spindle motor III, a material conveying system roller motor II and a clamping device system cover motor V with the forming members system spindle motor III as a reference axis via a pulse instruction from the main computing-controlling member; and a clamping device configured to synchronously rotate in such a manner that the wound metal band cannot be loosened, and to clamp the metal band plate in a freely loosen or freely tighten manner. Further, the method for manufacturing an interlocked tube according to solution 2 is that the motor controlling member has a cutting member system pinch roller motor IV synchronously controlled based on the three-axis synchronous control. Further, the method for manufacturing an interlocked tube according to solution 3 is that the main computing-controlling member adds a desired correction value to a rotation speed of a motor system. Further, the method for manufacturing an interlocked tube according to solution 4 is that a pretreatment device cooperating with the main computing-controlling member comprises: a multistage roll-forming device configured to shape the tabular metal band plate extracted from a decoiler into a metal band plate with curved side portions; and an oil-applying device configured to apply an oily coating agent from an upper
portion of the multistage roll-forming device, the oily coating agent being a lubricating oil mixed with water. Further, the method for manufacturing an interlocked tube according to solution 5 is that a cutting device cooperating with the main computing-controlling member is configured to receive instruction for absorbing slags and scraping out the accumulated slags. Further, the method for manufacturing an interlocked tube according to solution 6 is that the cutting device cooperating with the main computing-controlling member is configured to receive instruction of ejecting the air for cutting. Further, the method for manufacturing an interlocked tube according to solution 7 is that the cutting device cooperating with the main computing-controlling member is configured to receive instructions for starting the cutting as in contact with the wound metal band plate, then departing from the wound metal band immediately so as to maintain a predetermined distance from the metal band plate, and then stopping the cutting.

[0015] As an apparatus for manufacturing an interlocked tube, as described in solution 8, the interlocked tube is an interlocked tube with a round, polygonal or oblong cross-section, and shaped by bending an elongate metal band plate with a certain width into an S-shaped cross section and helically winding the metal band plate onto a winding core member in a way that two adjacent end portions thereof are engaged with each other by means of devices for treating the metal band plate successively in accordance with instructions from a controlling device. The apparatus for manufacturing the interlocked tube comprises: the controlling device configured to control actions of each device based on values calculated in accordance with product diameter (D), pitch (P), product length (L) and setting time (T) of the wound metal band plate, and to aggregate the values; a system configured to perform treatment in accordance with instructions from the controlling device, and to perform three-axis synchronous control on a forming members system spindle motor III, a material conveying system roller motor II and a clamping device system cover motor V with the forming members system spindle motor III as a reference axis; a pulse instruction from the main computing-controlling member; and a clamping device configured to synchronously rotate in such a manner that the wound metal band cannot be loosened, and to clamp the metal band plate in a freely loosen or freely tighten manner. Further, the apparatus for manufacturing an interlocked tube according to solution 9 is that the motor system has a cutting member system pinch roller motor IV synchronously controlled based on the three-axis synchronous control. Further, the apparatus for manufacturing an interlocked tube according to solution 10 is that the controlling device adds a desired rotation speed value to a rotation speed of the motor system. Further, the apparatus for manufacturing an interlocked tube according to solution 11 is that a pretreatment device cooperating with the controlling device is provided with: a multistage roll-forming device configured to shape the tabular metal band plate extracted from a decoiler into a metal band plate with curved side portions; and an oil-applying device configured to apply an oil coating agent from an upper portion of the multistage roll-forming device, the oily coating agent being a lubricating oil mixed with water. Further, the apparatus for manufacturing an interlocked tube according to solution 12 is that a cutting device cooperating with the controlling device is configured to receive instruction for absorbing slags and scraping out the accumulated slags. Further, the apparatus for manufacturing an interlocked tube according to solution 13 is that the cutting device cooperating with the controlling device is configured to receive instruction of ejecting the air for cutting.

[0016] Further, the apparatus for manufacturing an interlocked tube according to solution 14 is that the cutting device cooperating with the controlling device is configured to receive instructions for starting the cutting as in contact with the wound metal band plate, then departing from the wound metal band plate immediately so as to maintain a predetermined distance from the metal band plate, and then stopping the cutting.

Technical Effects

[0017] According to the disclosure of solutions 1 and 8, the interlocked tube is an interlocked tube with a round, polygonal or oblong cross-section, and formed by bending the elongate metal band plate with a certain width into an S-shaped cross section and helically winding onto a winding core member in a way that two adjacent end portions thereof are engaged with each other. During the manufacturing of the interlocked tube, the motor controlling member performs three-axis synchronous control on a forming members system spindle motor III, a material conveying system roller motor II and a clamping device system cover motor V with the forming members system spindle motor III as a reference axis according to a pulse instruction from the main computing-controlling member while calculating in accordance with product diameter, pitch, product length and setting time, and the metal band plate is held by a clamping device that is disposed on the tip side of a winding core member and rotates in a synchronized manner so as to prevent loosening of the wound metal band plate, so it is able to easily and precisely shaping in an efficient manner.

[0018] According to the disclosure of solutions 2 and 9, the motor controlling member enables the cutting member system pinch roller motor IV to be synchronously controlled based in the three-axis synchronous control of solution 1 or 8, so it is able to further easily and precisely shaping in an efficient manner.

[0019] According to the disclosure of solutions 3 and 10, due to the rotation speed correction function, it is able to reduce the material of the tube or the sliding of shaping the tube or the affect of mechanical consumption, i.e., mechanical loss, etc, and it is able to adjust the rotation speed to become normal.

[0020] According to the disclosure of solutions 4 and 11, the oil-applying device is not required to be arranged at a
preceding stage of multistage roll-forming device, instead an upper portion of the multistage roll-forming device has an oil-applying function, and the lubricating oil mixed with water is used as the coating agent, so it is able to improve the operation efficiency and reduce the cost.

[0021] According to the disclosure of solutions 5 and 12, the cutting device may be used to absorb the slags and scrape out the accumulated slags, so it is able to remove the slags completely.

[0022] According to the disclosure of solutions 6 and 13, the air for cutting, rather than the expensive inert gases (e.g., Ar) or CO₂ used in the past, is supplied during the cutting, so it is able to reduce the cost.

[0023] According to the disclosure of solutions 7 and 14, the cutting device starts the cutting when it is in contact with the wound metal band plate, and then is separated therefrom immediately so as to maintain a predetermined distance from the metal band plate. As a result, it is able to maintain the best cutting condition and prevent from cutting incompletely.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0024]

FIG. 1 is a top view showing a general construction of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a view showing a motor system of the present invention;
Fig. 3 is a perspective view showing the winding of the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a view showing the actions during the cutting of the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a sectional view showing the winding and cutting of the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a top view showing the cutting portion in FIG. 4;
FIG. 7 is a view showing a workpiece conveyance device;
FIG. 8 is a view showing an electrical system of the present invention;
FIG. 9 are a half-sectional view and a partially enlarged sectional view showing an existing flexible tube; and
FIG. 10 is a schematic view showing the manufacturing of an existing interlocked tube.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0025] The embodiments of the present disclosure will be described hereinafter in conjunction with the drawings. FIG. 1 is a top view showing a general construction of the present invention. The action of respective devices is, as shown in the figure, performed based on a control device 25 that aggregates the actions of the devices and performs the calculation. Similarly, the action of a system is, as shown in Fig. 8, performed based on a main computing-controlling member 101 of a system body 100. For either of the actions, the equipment operation time is set in accordance with a required manufacturing time per product. Therefore, the calculation is performed in accordance with the product diameter [mm], pitch [mm], product length [mm], and setting time (setting tact, i.e., target machining time per product).

[0026] That is, a half-finished interlocked tube 10 used as an exhaust tube for a vehicle or the like is obtained. An elongated, tabular metal band plate 10a with a certain width is bent into a curved metal band plate 10b, with a round, polygonal or oblong cross section, and then shaped into a curved metal band plate 10c which is wound helically. Then, the metal band plate 10c is cut into a predetermined length so as to obtain the half-finished interlocked tube 10 (also referred to as tube) formed of the following devices.

[0027] Therefore, during treatment, as shown in Fig. 2, based on the aggregation of a positioning unit of the control device 25 (the main computing-controlling member 101), a motor system I that driving respective devices and moving a metal band plate 10 as a tube is formed of a material conveying system roller motor II for controlling the conveyance of the metal band plate, a forming members system spindle motor III for controlling a winding core member 17 for winding the metal band plate 10 as a tube, and a cutting member system pinch roller motor IV for controlling the cutting core member 18, a clamping device system cover motor V for controlling a clamping device 20, and a cutting unit system unit shifting motor VI moving with the cutting member system pinch roller motor IV and the clamping device system cover motor V synchronously.

[0028] Therefore, three-axis synchronous control of the material conveying system roller motor II for controlling the conveyance of the metal band plate, the forming members system spindle motor III for controlling the winding core member 17 for winding the metal band plate 10 as a tube, and the clamping device system cover motor V for controlling the clamping device 20 is performed by using a pulse instruction from the positioning unit, with the forming members system spindle motor III as a reference axis. Further, based on the above, the cutting member system pinch roller motor IV located below a cutting core member 18 is also controlled simultaneously. That is, according to this function, operation status of accelerating or decelerating the motor system I may control operation synchronously. Further, the above-mentioned treatments are not limited here, and may have various designs and variation according to the idea of the invention.

[0029] Moreover, the motor system I has a rotation speed correction function because, even if all shafts rotate in the
same speed, conveyance may not be steady due to factors such as the material of the metal band plate 10 as a tube, and the sliding of shaping the tube or mechanical consumption, i.e., mechanical losses. As a result, for shafts except the reference shaft of the forming member system spindle motor III for controlling the winding core member 17, an additional rotation speed correction function is added for adjustment so as to enable the rotation speed to become normal. That is, a theoretical value for the rotation speed of the motor system I is calculated according to the shape data of a product, and the speed is corrected by "%" relative to the theoretical value. For example, when the rotation speed of the material conveying system roller motor II for controlling the conveyance of the metal band plate 10 as a tube is desired to drop by 30% as compared with that of the forming members system spindle motor III for controlling the winding core member 17 as a reference axis, the rotation speed of the roller motor is set to 70% (100%→70%), etc.

[0030] That is, the positioning unit of the main computing-controlling member performs calculation and issues a pulse instruction (start-stop) according to input product parameters (product diameter, pitch, product length, manufacturing tact), so that the material conveying system roller motor II can input a value calculated by the positioning unit plus a single correction value. Further, the forming member system spindle motor II performs action without correcting the value calculated by the positioning unit. Further, the clamping device system cover motor V can input the value calculated by the positioning unit plus the single correction value. Further, the cutting member system pinch roller motor IV can input the value calculated by the positioning unit plus the single value. Further, the cutting unit system unit motor VI can input the value calculated by the positioning unit plus the single correction value.

[0031] Further, an example is illustrated for reference as preliminary calculation.

* Length [mm] of material necessary for one product

= Product diameter [mm] \times \pi \times (product length [mm] \div pitch [mm])

* Material conveying speed (theoretical value [mm/min] (linear velocity)) = Material length [mm] \div setting time [second] \times 60 [seconds]

* Speed setting value [mm/min] of roller motor

= Material conveying speed [mm/min] \times roller rotation correction [%]

* Speed setting value of spindle [rev/min]

= Product length [mm] \div pitch [mm] \div setting time [second] \times 60 [seconds]

- There is no correction for basic axis
- Speed of JOG sets operating by m/min

* Speed setting value [rev/min] of cover motor as clamping device

= Product length [mm] \div pitch [mm] \div setting time [second] \times 60 [second] \times clamping device rotation correction [%]

* Speed setting value [mm/min] of pinch roller

= material conveying speed [mm/min] \times pinch roller rotation correction [%]
Herein, configuration and actions of the devices are described in conjunction with Fig. 1. To begin with, a tabular metal band plate 10a disposed at a decoiler 12 is extracted from the decoiler 12, and then fed into a pretreatment device 13 including a multistage roll-forming device 14 and an oil-applying device 15. As shown in FIG. 10, the multistage roll-forming device 14 in the pretreatment device 13 is the well-known multistage roll-forming device substantially identical to the device in the past. The tabular metal band plate 10a is inserted into the respective stage of the multistage roll-forming device while forming the curved metal band plate 10b with an S-shaped cross section.

Moreover, clamping device 20 for clamping the helical, metal band plate 10b wounded on the winding core member 17 (direction B in FIG. 3) is provided in front of the winding core member 17. As a result, it is able to prevent the springback or looseness which is caused by the rotation of the helical, metal band plate 10b toward an opposite direction (direction C in FIG. 3), while the clamping device is freely assembled in a detachable and switchable manner. In addition, the structure of the clamping device 20 is not particularly defined herein, as long as it can function as mentioned above.

The movable plasma cutting device 21 is provided at an upper portion of the cutting core member 18. The plasma cutting device 21, although being movably arranged at the upper portion of the cutting core member 18 in a unit shifting manner as mentioned above (not shown), is provided with a cutting member 21a at its front end for producing a plasma arc. The air for cutting is ejected from a cutting nozzle at a front opening of the cutting member 21a so as to heat and melt the helical, metal band plate 10b made of stainless steel, thereby to cut it of instantaneously.

For the discharge action of the cutting member 21a, as shown in FIG. 4, when the cutting member 21a is in a standby state, it is located above the cutting core member 18 (see FIG. 4(a)). If the cutting member 21a is in action, it moves downward so that the cutting nozzle is in contact with the helical, metal band plate 10b instantaneously and discharges (see FIG. 4(b)). After that, the cutting member moves upward to a predetermined position, and cuts the metal band plate 10c as it discharges (see FIG. 4(c)). Finally, the discharge is stopped and the cutting member 21a returns to the initial position (see FIG. 4(a)).

In this situation, the cutting member 21a discharges while an electrode is in contact with the helical metal band plate (workpiece), after that, the cutting is performed while maintaining an appropriate distance between the electrode and the helical metal band plate (workpiece), and then the current is switched off so as to stop the cutting, as a result, it is able to prevent from cutting incompletely, or to prevent an excessively-melted cut portion and a deformation as the discharge is not stopped after the cutting.

In addition, various heat sources may be applicable, and in this embodiment, it is appropriate to employ the cutting used air with a high-temperature plasma arc to heat and melt and then cut off instantaneously. As a result, it is unnecessary to use the expensive inert gases e.g., Ar or CO2, as those used in the prior art, and the cost will be reduced.

FIGS. 5 and 6 show an enlarged portion of a cutting position. In FIG. 5, the cutting core member 18 and the clamping device 20 are provided at the cutting position in the forward direction of the helically wound curved metal band
In FIG. 6, K1 represents an imaginary point of a starting position for cutting, K2 represents an imaginary point of an end position for cutting, and a distance therebetween represents a pitch for one revolution. However, when the metal band plate 10c moves for one pitch while rotating, the cutting member 21a will synchronously move with the metal band plate 10c for one pitch while rotating. In this way, it is cut along a line interlocked between the imaginary point K1 of the starting position for cutting and the imaginary point K2 of the end position for cutting.

As mentioned above, the slag recovering device 22 includes the tube 22a, the scraping device 22b and a discharge path 22c. The opening 18a of the cutting core member 18 for extracting the slags produced during cutting is provided at a position of the cutting core member 18 opposite to the cutting portion 21a to serve as the slag receiving port for receiving the slags produced during the cutting. The tube 22a is used to remove the slags absorbed from the opening 18a to the outside, the scraping device 22b is used to scrape the slags, and the discharge path 22c is used to remove the scraped slags.

In addition, a movement pitch for one rotation amount of the winding core member 17 and the cutting core member 18 (which, however, does not rotate itself), e.g., a distance between the starting position a for cutting and the end position b for cutting or a cutting time, is calculated as product diameter \( \times \) pitch \( \times \) product length \( \times \) setting time. The term "setting time" represents a production time (a setting tact) for each product. By setting and executing the setting tact, it is able to ensure the planned, stable production.

A workpiece conveyance device 23 is provided at a final stage of the main body 11 of the apparatus, and it can move toward a Y-axis (up and down) and an X-axis (right and left). A workpiece clamping body 23a is provided at a front end of the workpiece conveyance device 23, so as to clamp the half-finished interlocked tube 10 which is cut into a predetermined size and convey it to a recovering case 23b at a conveyance region. In addition, the structure of the workpiece conveyance device 23 or the workpiece clamping body 23a is not particularly defined, as long as it can function as mentioned above.

The structure of an electrical system according to the present disclosure will be described hereinafter in conjunction with FIG. 8. The electrical system 100 is a system of instructions from a main computing-controlling member 101 (reference number 25 in FIG. 1) that performs the calculation and control in accordance with the actions of the members, which includes: a bending treatment controlling member 102 (13 in FIG. 1) that outputs the instruction signal to bend the tabular metal band plate 10a into the curved metal band plate 10b; an oil-application controlling member 103 (14 in FIG. 1); a motor controlling member 104 (24 in FIG. 1); a winding treatment controlling member 105 (11 in FIG. 1) that controls the winding core member 17 to obtain the helically wound curved metal band plate 10c; a clamp controlling member 106 (20 in FIG. 1); a cutting controlling member 107 (21 in FIG. 1); a slag controlling member 108 (22 in FIG. 1); a workpiece conveyance controlling member 109 (23 in FIG. 1); a decoding member 110 (12 in FIG. 1), and an inputting-displaying member 111, etc.

As mentioned above, the main computing-controlling member 101 performs the calculation and control for the actions of the members connected to the apparatus. The action calculation is performed in accordance with the product diameter, pitch, product length, setting time (setting tact), and the position status of the action of the members. Based on input information from the decoiling member 110 when the actions are performed or the actions performed by the members in the apparatus, the bending treatment controlling member 102 sends instruction in accordance with the instructions from the main computing-controlling member 101, so that the tabular metal band plate 10a extracted from the decoiler 12 is bent in the pretreatment device 13 into the curved metal band plate 10b.

The oil-application controlling member 103 receives the instruction when an action signal is input along with the operation of the bending treatment controlling member 102, so that the coating agent, e.g., the lubricating oil mixed with water, is applied onto a back surface of the curved metal band plate 10b in the multistage roll-forming device 14.

When the curved metal band plate 10b is extracted from the pretreatment device 13 and fed into the main body 11 of the apparatus, instructions are input from the main computing-controlling member 101 to the motor controlling member 104, so as to operate the winding core member 17.

By sending instruction signal to the motor controlling member 104, the winding core member 17 starts to rotate, thereby to form the helically wound curved metal band plate 10c. In case the curved metal band plate 10b fed by the multistage roll-forming device 14 is superposed on the curved metal band plate 10c that has been wound into a helical form, the winding guiding roller 19a will be damaged. In order to avoid this situation, a load on the winding guiding roller 19a will be measured, and when the measured value is greater than a predetermined value, the winding treatment controlling member 105 will send signal to the main computing-controlling member 101 to stop the apparatus.

When the winding core member 17 and the cutting core member 18 (which, however, does not rotate itself) start to rotate, the clamping device 20 will act to rotate as well. Based on a value calculated in accordance with the product diameter, pitch, product length and setting time (setting tact), a filling instruction signal from the clamping member

plate 10c. Meanwhile, slag recovering device 22 is provided inside the metal band plate 10e, the cutting core member 18 and the clamping device 20, and it is designed as a structure into which a tube 22a and a scraping device 22b may be inserted. In addition, the opening 18a of the cutting core member 18 is a slag receiving port, which is provided at a position opposite to the cutting member 21a of the plasma cutting device 21.
When the helically wound curved metal band plate 10c reaches a predetermined length, the main computing-controlling member 101 will send instruction signal to the cutting controlling member 107 in accordance with the signal from the plasma cutting device 21. At this time, the cutting member 21a of the plasma cutting device 21 moves along with the curved metal band plate 10c which is helically wound in accordance with the instruction from the main computing-controlling member 101 in parallel to the direction of winding one pitch for one revolution. By this action, the helically wound curved metal band plate 10c is cut in the direction perpendicular to axial direction instead of being cut in helical direction. In addition, the cutting member 21a receives instruction to perform the actions with respect to the helically wound curved metal band plate 10c to be kept at the initial position, to be contacted, to be kept at a predetermined distance, and to be kept at the initial position again. As a result, the cutting is maintained in a well state.

Then, the slag controlling member 108 operates in accordance with the instruction from the main computing-controlling member 101, and inputs instruction signal for absorbing and scraping the slags which have been cut in the slag recovering device 22.

A signal is input into the workpiece conveyance member 109 by the instruction from the main computing-controlling member 101. The workpiece clamping body 23a starts to operate in accordance with the instruction, maintains the half-finished interlocked tube 10 that has been cut, and releases the clamping member 20. The clamping member 20 and the winding core member 17 will move backward so as to be withdrawn from the interlocked tube 10. Then, the workpiece clamping body 23a will operate to convey the interlocked tube onto the workpiece receiving member 23b.

In addition, reference number 111 represents an inputting-displaying member which may include, as expected, an appropriate unit such as an inputting unit or an image displaying unit.

In this embodiment, when shaping the tube with a round cross section or a polygonal or oblong cross section in a non-loose, precise and easy way, because the clamping device synchronously rotates with the wound metal band plate, for example, even an interlocked tube is round or oblong, it is able to easily and precisely shape a tube in a rotatable, non-loose, non-twisting and efficient manner. Further, when the automatic formation device (an automatic control unit) obtains a predetermined (desired) average setting tact, i.e., a production time, for each product manufactured, it is calculated according to product diameter (D), pitch (P), product length (L) and setting time (T). Meanwhile, the motor control member performs the three-axis synchronous control to the forming members system spindle motor III, the material conveying system roller motor II and the clamping device system cover motor V with the forming members system spindle motor III as a reference axis in accordance with the pulse instruction from the main computing-controlling member, and a clamping device that is disposed on the tip side of a winding core member rotates in a synchronized manner so as to prevent loosening of the wound metal strip plate, so it is able to control automatically in an easy, precise and efficient way and ensure planned, stable production.

In addition, as the cutting member system pinch roller motor IV is controlled synchronously according to the three-axis synchronous control, it is able to further control automatically in an easy, precise and efficient way and ensure planed, stable production.

In addition, as the motor system has an ability to correct the rotation speed, even if all shafts rotate in the same speed, conveyance may not be steady due to factors such as the material of the metal band plate 10 as a tube, and the sliding of shaping the tube or mechanical consumption, i.e., mechanical losses. So, it is able to adjust the rotation speed to become normal.

In addition, due to the other requirements to easily and efficiently shape the interlocked tube, the oil-applying device is not required to be arranged at a preceding stage of the multistage roll-forming device, instead an upper portion of the multistage roll-forming device has an oil-applying function integrally so as to work efficiently. Meanwhile, the coating agent is also improved, e.g., the lubricating oil mixed with water may be used in order to improve the operation efficiency and reduce the cost. Further, when the interlocked tube cooperating with the main body of the apparatus is cut off, the slags produced belong to granular atomized slags; besides, the slags accumulated during the cutting will be removed efficiently.

Hence, according to the present invention, it is able to obtain the interlocked tube by easily and precisely shaping a tube with a round cross section or a polygonal or oblong cross section in a non-loose manner, so as to provide excellent machining performance when the interlocked tube is cut off, and meanwhile it is able to shape the interlocked tube automatically, so as to provide excellent operation efficiency for the apparatus itself. As long as the above-described actions can be performed, and are not limited to the disclosure of the invention, all kinds of variation, design and modification can be made.

In addition, as for other application of the interlocked tube, it may be applied to a spiral duct of an air conditioner, etc by winding a steel plate into a spiral liner and winding a steel wire into a spiral tube.
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5 10-metal band plate for interlocked tube
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    104-motor controlling member

40 105-winding treatment controlling member
    106-clamping controlling member
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    108-slag controlling member
    109-workpiece conveyance controlling member

45 110-decolling member
    111-inputting-displaying member
    I-motor system
    II-material conveying system roller motor
    III-forming members system spindle motor

50  IV-cutting member system pinch roller motor
    V-clamping device system cover motor
    VI-cutting unit system unit shifting motor

55 Claims

1. A method for manufacturing an interlocked tube, which is of a round, polygonal or oblong cross-section, and shaped by bending an elongate metal band plate with a certain width into an S-shaped cross section and helically winding
the metal band plate onto a winding core member in such a way that two adjacent end portions thereof are engaged with each other by means of members for treating the metal band plate successively in accordance with instructions from a main computing-controlling member (101), characterized in that the method employs following members:

1. the main computing-controlling member (101) configured to control actions of each member based on values calculated in accordance with product diameter (D), pitch (P), product length (L) and setting time (T) of the wound metal band plate, and to aggregate the values;

2. a motor system (I) configured to perform treatment in accordance with instructions from the main computing-controlling member (101), and to perform three-axis synchronous control on a forming members system spindle motor (III), a material conveying system roller motor (II) and a clamping device system cover motor (V) with the forming members system spindle motor (III) as a reference axis via a pulse instruction from the main computing-controlling member (101); and

3. a clamping device (20) configured to synchronously rotate in such a manner that the wound metal band cannot be loosened, and to clamp the metal band plate in a freely loosen or freely tighten manner.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the motor system (I) has a cutting member system pinch roller motor (IV) synchronously controlled based on the three-axis synchronous control.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the main computing-controlling member (101) adds a desired correction value to a rotation speed of a motor system (I).

4. The method according to claim 1, 2, or 3, wherein a pretreatment device (13) cooperating with the main computing-controlling member (101) comprises:

5. The method according to claim 1, 2, 3 or 4, wherein a cutting device (21) cooperating with the main computing-controlling member (101) is configured to receive instruction for absorbing slags and scraping out the accumulated slags.

6. The method according to claim 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5, wherein a cutting device (21) cooperating with the main computing-controlling member (101) is configured to receive instruction of ejecting the plasma arc and the air for cutting.

7. The method according to claim 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6, wherein a cutting device (21) cooperating with the main computing-controlling member (101) is configured to receive instructions for starting the cutting as in contact with the wound metal band plate, then departing from the wound metal band plate immediately so as to maintain a predetermined distance from the metal band plate, and then stopping the cutting.

8. An apparatus for manufacturing an interlocked tube, which is of a round, polygonal or oblong cross-section, and shaped by bending an elongate metal band plate with a certain width into an S-shaped cross section and helically winding the metal band plate onto a winding core member in a way that two adjacent end portions thereof are engaged with each other by means of devices for treating the metal band plate successively in accordance with instructions from a controlling device, characterized in that the apparatus comprises:

the controlling device configured to control actions of each device based on values calculated in accordance with product diameter (D), pitch (P), product length (L) and setting time (T) of the wound metal band plate, and to aggregate the values;

9. a motor system (I) configured to perform treatment in accordance with instructions from the controlling device, and to perform three-axis synchronous control on a forming members system spindle motor (III), a material conveying system roller motor (II) and a clamping device system cover motor (V) with the forming members system spindle motor (III) as a reference axis via a pulse instruction from a main computing-controlling member (101); and

10. a clamping device (20) configured to synchronously rotate in such a manner that the wound metal band cannot be loosened, and to clamp the metal band plate in a freely loosen or freely tighten manner.
9. The apparatus according to claim 8, wherein the motor system (I) has a cutting member system pinch roller motor (IV) synchronously controlled based on the three-axis synchronous control.

10. The apparatus according to claim 8 or 9, wherein the controlling device adds a desired correction value to a rotation speed of the motor system (I).

11. The apparatus according to claim 8, 9 or 10, wherein a pretreatment device (13) cooperating with the controlling device comprises:

   a multistage roll-forming device (14) configured to shape a tabular metal band plate extracted from a decoiler (6) into a metal band plate with curved side portions; and

   an oil-applying device (15) configured to apply an oily coating agent from an upper portion of the multistage roll-forming device (14), the oily coating agent being a lubricating oil mixed with water.

12. The apparatus according to claim 8, 9, 10 or 11, wherein a cutting device (21) cooperating with the controlling device is configured to receive instruction for absorbing slags and scraping out the accumulated slags.

13. The apparatus according to claim 8, 9, 10, 11 or 12, wherein a cutting device (21) cooperating with the controlling device is configured to receive instruction of ejecting the plasma arc and the air for cutting.

14. The apparatus according to claim 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 or 13, wherein a cutting device (21) cooperating with the controlling device is configured to receive instructions for starting the cutting as in contact with the wound metal band plate, then departing from the wound metal band plate so as to maintain a predetermined distance from the metal band plate, and then stopping the cutting.
zu formen; und
eine Ölauftragsvorrichtung (15), die konfiguriert ist, ein öliges Beschichtungsmittel von einem oberen Abschnitt
der mehrstufigen Rollformvorrichtung (14) aufzubringen, wobei das ölige Beschichtungsmittel ein Schmieröl
ist, das mit Wasser gemischt ist.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, 2, 3 oder 4, wobei eine Schneidvorrichtung (21), die mit dem Hauptrechensteuer- bzw.
-regelglied (101) kooperiert, konfiguriert ist, Anweisungen zum Absorbieren von Schlacken und zum Abkratzen der
angesehenen Schläuchen zu empfangen.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, 2, 3, 4 oder 5, wobei eine Schneidvorrichtung (21), die mit dem Hauptrechensteuer-
bzw. -regelglied (101) kooperiert, konfiguriert ist, eine Anweisung zum Ausstoßen des Plasmalichtbogens und der
Luft zum Schneiden zu empfangen.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 oder 6, wobei eine Schneidvorrichtung (21), die mit dem Hauptrechensteuer-
bzw. -regelglied (101) kooperiert, konfiguriert ist, Anweisungen zum Starten des Schneidens bei Kontakt mit der
gewickelten Metallbandplatte, dann unmittelbar Entfernen bzw. Weggehen von der gewickelten Metallbandplatte,
um einen vorbestimmten Abstand von der Metallbandplatte aufrechtzuerhalten, und dann Stoppen des Schneidens
to empfangen.

8. Vorrichtung zum Herstellen eines verriegelten bzw. ineinandergreifenden Rohrs, das einen runden, polygonalen
oder länglichen Querschnitt aufweist und gebildet wird durch Biegen einer länglichen Metallbandplatte mit einer
bestimmten Breite in einem S-förmigen Querschnitt und spiralförmiges Aufwickeln der Metallbandplatte auf ein
Wickelkern- bzw. -hülsenglied derart, dass zwei angrenzende bzw. benachbarte Endabschnitte davon mittels Vor-
richtungen zum Behandeln der Metallbandplatte nacheinander gemäß Anweisungen von einer Steuer- bzw. Regel-
vorrichtung miteinander in Eingriff gebracht werden, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Vorrichtung umfasst:
die Steuer- bzw. Regelvorrichtung, die konfiguriert ist, Aktionen jeder Vorrichtung basierend auf Werten zu
steuern bzw. zu regeln, die gemäß Produktdurchmesser (D), Abstand (P), Produktlänge (L) und Einstell- bzw.
Abbindezeit (T) der gewickelten Metallbandplatte berechnet werden, und die Werte zu aggregieren;
ein Motorsystem (I), das konfiguriert ist, eine Behandlung gemäß Anweisungen von der Steuer- bzw. Regel-
vorrichtung durchzuführen und eine Dreiechensynchronsteuerung bzw. -regelung an einem Formgliedsystem-
Spindelmotor (III), einem Materialtransportsystem-Rollenmotor (II) und einem Klemmvorrichtungssystem-Ab-
deckungsmotor (V) mit dem Formgliedsystem-Spindelmotor (III) als eine Bezugssache über eine Impulsanwei-
sung von einem Hauptrechensteuer- bzw. -regelglied (101) durchzuführen; und
eine Klemmvorrichtung (20), die konfiguriert ist, sich synchron derart zu drehen, dass das gewickelte Metallband
nicht gelöst werden kann, und die Metallbandplatte in einer frei lockeren oder frei festen Weise zu klemmen.

9. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 8, wobei das Motorsystem (I) einen Schneidgliedsystem-Andruckrollenmotor (IV) auf-
weist, der basierend auf der Dreiechensynchronsteuerung bzw. -regelung synchron gesteuert bzw. geregelt wird.

10. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 8 oder 9, wobei die Steuer- bzw. Regelvorrichtung einen gewünschten Korrekturwert
to einer Drehzahl eines Motorsystems (I) addiert.

11. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 8, 9 oder 10, wobei eine Vorbehandlungsvorrichtung (13), die mit der Steuer- bzw.
Regelvorrichtung kooperiert, umfasst:
eine mehrstufige Rollformvorrichtung (14), die konfiguriert ist, eine tafelförmige bzw. flache Metallbandplatte,
die von einer Abwickelhaspel (6) extrahiert wird, in eine Metallbandplatte mit gekrümmten Seitenabschnitten
zu formen; und
eine Ölauftragsvorrichtung (15), die konfiguriert ist, ein öliges Beschichtungsmittel von einem oberen Abschnitt
der mehrstufigen Rollformvorrichtung (14) aufzubringen, wobei das ölige Beschichtungsmittel ein Schmieröl
ist, das mit Wasser gemischt ist.

12. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 8, 9, 10 oder 11, wobei eine Schneidvorrichtung (21), die mit der Steuer- bzw. Regel-
vorrichtung kooperiert, konfiguriert ist, Anweisungen zum Absorbieren von Schlacken und zum Abkratzen der an-
gesammelten Schlacken zu empfangen.

13. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 8, 9, 10, 11 oder 12, wobei eine Schneidvorrichtung (21), die mit der Steuer- bzw.
Regelvorrichtung kooperiert, konfiguriert ist, eine Anweisung zum Ausstoßen des Plasmalichtbogens und der Luft zum Schneiden zu empfangen.


Revendications

1. Procédé de fabrication d’un tube à emboîtement, de section transversale ronde, polygonale ou oblongue, et façonné en pliant une plaque de bande métallique allongée d’une certaine largeur en une section transversale en forme de S et en enroulant en hélice la plaque de bande métallique sur un élément de noyau d’enroulement de telle sorte que deux parties d’extrémité adjacentes de celui-ci soient engagées l’une avec l’autre au moyen d’éléments de traitement successif de la plaque de bande métallique conformément aux instructions d’un élément principal de commande informatique (101), caractérisé en ce que le procédé utilise les éléments suivants :

l’élément de commande informatique (101) configuré pour commander les actions de chaque élément sur la base de valeurs calculées en fonction du diamètre du produit (D), du pas (P), de la longueur du produit (L) et du temps de réglage (T) de la plaque de bande métallique enroulée, et pour rassembler les valeurs ;

un système moteur (I) configuré pour effectuer un traitement conformément aux instructions de l’élément principal de commande informatique (101), et pour effectuer une commande synchrone à trois axes sur un moteur de broche à système d’éléments de formage (III), un moteur à système à rouleau pour le transport de matériau (II) et un moteur à système de couvercle de serrage (V) avec moteur de broche à système à éléments de formage (III) comme axes de référence via une instruction d’impulsion de l’élément de commande informatique (101); et

un dispositif de serrage (20) configuré pour tourner de manière synchrone de telle manière que la bande métallique enroulée ne puisse pas être desserrée et pour serrer la plaque de bande métallique de manière à se desserrer ou se serrer librement.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le système moteur (I) comporte un moteur à rouleau pinceur pour le système d’élément de coupe (IV) commandé de manière synchrone sur la base de la commande synchrone à trois axes.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel l’élément de commande informatique (101) ajoute une valeur de correction souhaitée à une vitesse de rotation d’un système moteur (I).

4. Procédé selon la revendication 1, 2 ou 3, dans lequel un dispositif de prétraitement (3) coopérant avec l’élément de commande informatique (101) comprend :

un dispositif de formage à cylindres à étages multiples (14) configuré pour former la plaque de bande métallique tabulaire extraite d’un dévidoir (6) en une plaque de bande métallique à parties latérales incurvées; et

un dispositif d’application d’huile (15) configuré pour appliquer un agent de revêtement huileux à partir d’une partie supérieure du dispositif de formage à étages multiples (14), l’agent de revêtement huileux étant une huile lubrifiante mélangée à de l’eau.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 1, 2, 3 ou 4, dans lequel un dispositif de coupe (21) coopérant avec l’élément de commande informatique (101) est configuré pour recevoir des instructions pour absorber les scories et racler les scories accumulées.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 1, 2, 3, 4 ou 5, dans lequel un dispositif de coupe (21) coopérant avec l’élément de commande informatique (101) est configuré pour recevoir une instruction d’éjection d’un jet de plasma et d’air pour la coupe.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ou 6, dans lequel un dispositif de coupe (21) coopérant avec l’élément
de commande informatique (101) est configuré pour recevoir des instructions pour démarrer la coupe en contact
avec la plaque de bande métallique enroulée, puis en partant de la plaque de bande métallique enroulée immédiat-
lement de manière à maintenir une distance prédéterminée par rapport à la plaque de bande métallique, et puis
arrêter la coupe.

8. Appareil pour fabriquer un tube embotté, de section transversale ronde, polygonale ou oblongue, et façonné en
pliant une plaque de bande métallique allongée d’une certaine largeur en une section transversale en forme de S
et en enroulant en hélice la plaque de bande métallique sur un élément de noyau d’enroulement d’une manière telle
que deux parties d’extrémité adjacentes de celui-ci sont engagées au moyen de dispositifs de traitement successif
de la plaque de bande métallique conformément aux instructions d’un dispositif de commande, **caractérisé en ce que**
l’appareil comprend :

- le dispositif de commande configuré pour commander des actions de chaque dispositif basé sur des valeurs
calculées en fonction du diamètre du produit (D), du pas (P), de la longueur du produit (L) et du temps de
réglage (T) de la plaque de bande métallique enroulée et pour rassembler les valeurs;
- un système moteur (I) configuré pour effectuer un traitement conformément aux instructions du dispositif de
commande et pour effectuer une commande synchrone à trois axes sur un moteur de broche à système d’élè-
ments de formage (III), un moteur à système à rouleau pour le transport de matériau (II) et un moteur à système
de couvercle de serrage (V) avec moteur de broche à système à éléments de formage (III) comme axes de
référence via une instruction d’impulsion provenant d’un élément de commande informatique (101); et
- un dispositif de serrage (20) configuré pour tourner de manière synchrone de telle manière que la bande
métallique enroulée ne puisse pas être desserrée et pour serrer la plaque de bande métallique de manière à
se desserrer ou se serrer librement.

9. Appareil selon la revendication 8, dans lequel le système moteur (I) comporte un moteur à rouleau pinceur pour le
système d’élément de coupe (IV) commandé de manière synchrone sur la base de la commande synchrone à trois
axes.

10. Appareil selon la revendication 8 ou 9, dans lequel le dispositif de commande ajoute une valeur de correction
souhaitée à une vitesse de rotation du système moteur (I).

11. Appareil selon la revendication 8, 9 ou 10, dans lequel un dispositif de prétraitement (13) coopérant avec le dispositif
de commande comprend :

- un dispositif de formage à cylindres à étages multiples (14) configuré pour former la plaque de bande métallique
  tabulaire extraite d’un dévidoir (6) en une plaque de bande métallique à parties latérales incurvées; et
- un dispositif d’application d’huile (15) configuré pour appliquer un agent de revêtement huileux à partir d’une
  partie supérieure du dispositif de formage à étages multiples (14), l’agent de revêtement huileux étant une huile
  lubrifiante mélangée à de l’eau.

12. Appareil selon la revendication 8, 9, 10 ou 11, dans lequel un dispositif de coupe (21) coopérant avec le dispositif
de commande est configuré pour recevoir des instructions pour absorber les scories et racler les scories accumulées.

13. Appareil selon la revendication 8, 9, 10, 11 ou 12, dans lequel un dispositif de coupe (21) coopérant avec le dispositif
de commande est configuré pour recevoir une instruction d’éjection d’un jet de plasma et d’air pour la coupe.

14. Appareil selon la revendication 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 ou 13, dans lequel un dispositif de coupe (21) coopérant avec le
dispositif de commande est configuré pour recevoir des instructions pour démarrer la coupe en contact avec la
plaque de bande métallique enroulée, puis en partant de la plaque de bande métallique enroulée immédiatement
de manière à maintenir une distance prédéterminée par rapport à la plaque de bande métallique, et puis arrêter la
coupe.
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